54 anthologies across 9 levels

READ ENGLISH, DISCOVER ASIA
CONTENT MAP
DRAGONFLY
READERS

Dragonfly Readers is an Asia-inspired reading series,
with engaging stories and non-fiction texts that showcase the diverse cultures in Asia.
Key values and attitudes that resonate across Asia are
embedded into each anthology.

The series broadens
children’s reading
experience, horizons
and imagination.
A variety of genres,
from non-fiction
to adventure and
traditional tales
delight students
of all ages.

The series has nine levels,
with six bands per level.
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Level 1 | Yellow, which has 18
reading texts, starts with an assumed
vocabulary of 50 of the most basic
English words. Children will learn
225 additional new words
by the end of this level.
Level 2 | Lime, which also has 18
reading texts, starts with an assumed
vocabulary knowledge of 275 words.
Children will learn 225 additional
new words by the end of this level.

Band 1
Band 2

Level 1

Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 6
Band 1
Band 2

Level 2

Band 3
Band 4

Each anthology is equal to a band. Each band
features three or four theme-linked reading
texts, which introduce topic-related new words
that are then reused in subsequent texts.
The text structure and vocabulary gradually
increase in difficulty as learners advance,
incrementally increasing their
comprehension skills and reading fluency.

Band 5
Band 6

OXFORD

Level 1 | Yellow
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Shaan Town Tales – Things I Like

Tolerance, accepting
that different people
like different things

hat
ice cream

Curiosity, trying and
learning new things

dad
mum
grandpa
park

Chinese chess
Saturday
look
see

Strong and healthy
family ties

brother
sister
food

Patience,
staying optimistic

Helping at home,
sharing work,
diligence

Band 1

This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ introduces Mina and Dasan, who are
siblings living in Shaan Town. Mina likes many different things,
but there is only one thing that Dasan likes!

Fun with Chess

All About Me
Hobbies, favourite
things and special
people around us
ISBN 9780190890001

During a visit to a park in China, Dan and Bin come across
many different activities. Playing Chinese chess seems boring
at first, but the weather helps to change their minds.

A Sister's Love
On the Indian festival of Raksha Bandhan, a sister ties a thread
bracelet called ‘rakhi’ on her brother’s wrist as a symbol of her
love and affection. Hari and his sister Meeta enjoy this
celebration at home.

Riya Misses her Dad

Band 2

When work takes her father away from their Indian village
home, Riya must wait for his return. She tries to find things to
do to make the time pass more quickly. But the wait is not easy!

Shaan Town Tales – Our Shophouse

My Family
Home life, and
the importance
of family
ISBN 9780190890018

This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ features Mina and Dasan’s interesting
home. There are many jobs to do in this busy shophouse –
some that require being in two places at once!

The Smallest Pear
Father gives Kong Rong some pears to share with his brothers
– find out who gets the smallest one. This popular Chinese
traditional tale shows the true meaning of respect and care
within the family.

Hana’s Yellow Hat

Band 3

It is cherry blossom season in Japan, and Hana is distracted on
her way to school. Then she realizes that her hat is missing, and
it’s too late to find it.

Amir Makes Friends

Our School
Routines and
school activities
ISBN 9780190890025

On his first day at a new school in Malaysia, Amir feels shy to
play with his classmates. But when they need help, Amir has a
good idea that saves the day.

Shaan Town Tales – Look at us Go!
This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ follows Mina, Dasan and their friend Lili
on their after-school activities. With such a packed schedule, it
takes a lot of energy to make it through the week!

Key New Words

Phonics

Word Count

short ‘e’ sound as in pen

52

try
play
walk
fun

short ‘a’ sound as in hat

74

present
eat
give

love
then
today

short ‘i’ sound as in him

bed
bedroom
door
happy

sad
work (v)
miss (v)

help (v)
open

‘y’ sound as in happy

73

grandma
lunch
dinner

house
shop
town

house
shop
town

‘ch’ sound as in lunch

74

pen
toy
thing

like
favourite

short ‘u’ sound as in sun

68

short ‘o’ sound as in hot

long ‘ea’ sound as in eat

Sharing,
love for our family,
good manners

pear
big
small

old
young
care

share
take
taste

‘th’ (voiced) sound
as in them

54

Obedience,
gratitude,
appreciating nature

tree
flower
classroom

chair
school
teacher

line
name

‘i-e’ sound as in line

78

class
friend
ball
game

game
shoe
meet
new

shy
together
now

‘ee’ sound as in green

74

fast
sleep
dance

‘ay’ sound as in crayon

65

Being welcoming
to new people,
creativity,
kindness
Developing healthy habits
and routines

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
crayon
draw
run

‘nk’ sound as in pink

Level 1 | Yellow (continued)
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Laila Has a Little Goat

Teamwork,
care and concern
within the community

father
mother
goat

Cleanliness,
caring for our environment
and society

bin
can (n)
rubbish

Courtesy,
consideration,
helpfulness

Band 4

Laila is a village girl from the Sindh area of Pakistan. When her
beloved pet is in trouble, various people from her community
help her with its rescue and care.

Rubbish in the Bin!

My Home Town
Caring for and
appreciating different
kinds of home towns

When we don’t put it in the bin, where does it end up? This
non-fiction text shows how small pieces of rubbish can make
big trouble if they are not disposed of correctly.

We Go to the Market
A visit to the fruit market in China takes a breath-taking turn,
with a high-speed chase involving a dog, a cat, some chickens,
and even a bear!

Key New Words

Phonics

Word Count

busy
dirty

‘qu’ sound as in queen

water
bottle
rain

full
drain
throw

‘ai’ sound as in rain

64

market
fruit
apple
box

cat
chicken
dog
bear

bus
buy
stop

‘x’ sound as in box

73

doctor
firefighter
cleaner
everyone

hospital
yoga
paint (v)
cook (v)

sing
safe

‘a-e’ sound as in safe

91

sun
moon
day

night
sky
boy

girl
strong

oy’ sound as in boy

91

people
feed
little

90

‘s’ sound as in trees

ISBN 9780190890032

Shaan Town Tales – Work and Play

Band 5

This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ introduces us to some people in Mina
and Dasan’s town. Their jobs are so different, and their hobbies
even more so. But there is one thing they all have in common.

Friends in the Sky

What We Do
A wider view on the
world around us,
and the importance
of community

Two friends from China must decide the winner of a special
contest, as the Sun and the Moon compete to see which one is
better liked.

What Can I Do?
Misun is a wheelchair user, and she can’t do some of the things
that her siblings can. But on this Korean New Year’s Day, she
can have a lot of fun with her brother and sister.

Empathy,
critical thinking,
cooperation

Being grateful
for what others do for us,
respecting different strengths

Optimism,
compassion and
respect for the needs
and feelings of others

‘oo’ (long) sound as in moon

short ‘oo’ sound as in book

children
book
read

year
bow (v)
can(not)

skateboard
paw
idea

hurt
wait
use

move
gentle
grey

‘sh’ sound as in ﬁsh

140

animal
ox
rat

morning
wake (up)
angry

late
first
sorry

‘‘ir’ sound as in ﬁrst

97

clever
afraid
brown

‘er’ sound (schwa)
as in river

91

ISBN 9780190890049

Shaan Town Tales – Poor Thing!

Band 6

This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ is about an injured cat that Mina and
Dasan want to take to Dr Khan. They try lots of different
things, but the best idea might be in front of them all along.

Where Is the Cat?
This traditional Chinese tale reveals why the cat is not one of
the twelve zodiac animals.

Empathy,
critical thinking,
cooperation

Friendship,
fairness,
being trustworthy

‘ur’ sound as in purple

The Animal Kingdom
Attention to animals
and their special
characteristics
ISBN 9780190890056

Sang Kancil and the Crocodiles
There are many traditional tales in Malaysia about the cleverness of Sang Kancil. This one tells the story of how the cunning
mouse deer outwits some hungry crocodiles.

Creativity,
confidence,
critical thinking

crocodile
fish (n)
back (n)
river

jump
swim
hungry

94

Level 2 | Lime
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Weekend Fun

Understanding similarities
and respecting differences
among cultures

Band 1

The weekend is on different days in different parts of Asia, but
children everywhere enjoy the time off doing fun activities. Learn
about the weekend in six Asian countries with this non-fiction text.

A Village Game

Free Time
Different kinds of
leisure time activities
and sports
ISBN 9780190890063

City girl Renu from India is not happy to go to a village to visit
family. But there she meets her cousin Asha, and watches an
exciting game of the traditional Indian sport kabbadi. Renu has a
change of heart.

Shaan Town Tales – Second Best
This ‘Shaan Town Tale’ takes place on sports day at Mina and
Dasan’s school. Mina tries very hard to win each competition, but
thinks her best is not good enough. Is she wrong?

Skycycle Adventures – Finding the Skycycle

Band 2

This first ‘Skycycle Adventure’ introduces four friends: Li Yen,
Safina, Bo and Gopi. At a school camp, Gopi gets lost in a forest.
While trying to find him, the other children discover a ‘Skycycle’, and
use its special power to rescue Gopi.

Shaan Town Tales – Eat Healthy Food, Dad!

Healthy Lives
Healthy habits, and
concern for the health
and safety of others
ISBN 9780190890070

In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’, Mina, Dasan and Mum are worried about
Dad’s eating habits. The family wants him to be healthier, but it is
difficult when he loves fried food so much.

The Hungry Germs

Band 3

afternoon
tonight
cricket

watch
TV
picture different
free
fish (v)

long 'i' sound as in Friday

Word Count
166

'ou' sound as in house

village
city
cousin
uncle

arm
slip
fall (down)
visit

call (v)
think

'le' sound as in apple

146

competition
sport
race

win
second
end

point
add (up)
every

'or' sound as in corn

121

Care and concern
for friends

camp (n)
solar
power
fly

pull
start
laugh

lost
boring
welcome

'y' sound as in sky

137

Healthy habits,
love and concern
within the family

chips
dumpling
grapes
potato

fat (n)
oil
air

fry
healthy
hot

‘'air' sound as in chair

138

unvoiced 'th' sound
as in teeth

116

177

Friendship,
respect,
trying new things

Trying one’s best,
having determination

Cleanliness and hygiene,
healthy habits and routines

‘ng' sound as in dumpling

hill
place
time

brush (v)
dig
delicious

Being helpful,
finding creative ways
to solve problems,
cooperation

winter
festival
snow
ice

coat
screen (n)
net
cloud

press
cold
high
white

long 'ow' sound
as in snow

Basant Long Ago

Strong family ties,
accepting the ups and downs
of life, appreciating traditions

February
spring
lamb

cow
kite
grandfather

tell
warm
windy

‘ow’ sound as in cow

135

Harvest Moon Festivals

Appreciating diversity
and being tolerant of
other cultural traditions

'igh' sound as in night

152

In this ‘Skycycle Adventure’, the magical Skycycle brings Li Yen,
Safina, Bo and Gopi to the Harbin Ice and Snow Festival in China.
More snow is needed for festival. How do they solve the problem?

Diverse seasonal
festivities and traditions
around Asia
ISBN 9780190890087

weekend
country
family
Sunday

Phonics

teeth
toothbrush
germs
breakfast

Meet Jimmy Germ and his pesky friends as they settle into their
new home – a dirty place that lets them grow. There’s only one
thing that can make these hungry germs move out!

Skycycle Adventures – Up in the Clouds

Festivals in
Diﬀerent Seasons

Key New Words

It is the spring festival of Basant in Pakistan. Raza’s grandfather,
Nana, tells him of a special memory from Nana’s childhood at the
Basant cattle show.

At the first full moon in autumn, many parts of Asia hold celebrations
with unique traditions and food. This non-fiction text explores the
Harvest Moon festivities in China, Japan, Vietnam and Korea.

September
October
season
autumn
harvest

weather
cake
lantern
lion

song
bright
cool
special

'wh' sound as in white

Level 2 | Lime (continued)
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Fruits from Warm Places

Curiosity, accepting
other people’s views,
healthy eating choices

Band 4

Everyone has a favourite fruit. But what makes us like a particular
fruit? This non-fiction text describes the look, smell, taste and feel of
some popular tropical fruits found in Asia.

Rice in China

Growing Things
Interest in different
crops, growing plants
and flowers
ISBN 9780190890094

This non-fiction text explains the stages of rice farming in China.
Follow Farmer Li and his family from spring to autumn, as they work
hard in the fields to grow this Chinese staple food.

The Empty Flowerpot
An elderly king who loves flowers thinks of an unusual way to find his
heir. This traditional tale shows that the choice to be honest is not
easy, but it is always the right one.

An Tiem and the Watermelons

Band 5

Long ago, An Tiem and his family are sent to a lonely island by the king.
But their discovery of the watermelon helps them to return home.
Find out how in this traditional Vietnamese tale.

The Magic Box

Helping Others
Consideration for those
around us, and those
in need
ISBN 9780190890100

On the Double Ninth Festival in China, Hongda and his friends do not
want to visit a home for the elderly. But when they meet old Mr Chen,
his magic box of memories helps them to appreciate the festival.

Skycycle Adventures – Saving the Animals
In this ‘Skycycle Adventure’, Li Yen, Safina, Bo and Gopi visit a rainforest
in Borneo. With trees being cut down, the forest’s animals have no
place to live. The children work together to save the animals and forest.

Shaan Town Tales – Uncle Lau’s Museum

Band 6

In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’ Mina, Dasan and Lili visit Uncle Lau to help
clean his house. The children would rather go to the playground, but
after they see Uncle Lau’s old treasures, they change their minds.

Skycycle Adventures – Turtle Trouble

Going Places
Exploring new places,
new ways of doing things
ISBN 9780190890117

This ‘Skycycle Adventure’ takes Li Yen, Safina, Bo and Gopi under the
sea. With the help of the Skycycle, the children rescue a giant turtle
that is in danger from all the rubbish in the sea.

Sad City
A fast-growing city faces some problems – too much traffic, noise, air
pollution and safety issues. Can these problems be solved? People get
together and plan how to make their city a cleaner, safer and happier
place to live.

Key New Words

Phonics

banana
pineapple colour (n) beautiful
sweet
dragon fruit star fruit
grow
durian
star
smell (v)
mango
plant (n) interesting

Word Count

long 'o' sound as in mango

126

147

summer
farm
farmer
field

rice
buffalo
duck
insect

plant (v)
hard (adv)
next
last

'ar' sound as in star

king
flowerpot
pot

seed
empty
honest

once
upon

silent consonants
as in lamb

153

watermelon
island
sea
bird
son

knife
cut (v)
bring
send
float

push
heavy
quick
black

short 'ea' as in bread

186

Compassion and
respect for the needs
and feelings of others,
being helpful and useful

magic
football
grandchild

double
ninth

soft 'g' as in village

159

Environmental awareness,
being resourceful

forest
monkey
English
save

speak
wonder
follow
tall

'al' sound as in football

175

Helpfulness and
sharing of work,
appreciation of antiques
and the past

museum
bike
camera

clock
train
plane

Animal conservation,
kindness and
helpfulness

turtle
boat
hook (n)

trouble
adventure

Being a responsible citizen,
solving problems together

car
truck
street
bicycle

Appreciating the work
done by others,
respect for everyone
in society

Honesty,
patience,
respect

Forgiveness and
compassion,
being hardworking
and resourceful

rules
path
cross (v)
noise

soft 'c' sound as in rice

'aw' sound as in paw

playground
pretty
cool

plan (n)
build
ride
talk

safety
electric
hard (adj)
later

‘ck' sound as in clock

187

‘oa' sound as in boat

188

'oi' sound as in point

150

'u-e' sound as in rules

Level 3 | Teal
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Shaan Town Tales – A Big Family Party

Strong and healthy
family ties

In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’, Mina and Dasan are on their way to celebrate their greatgrandmother’s 90th birthday, but there’s a mystery about the cake they are carrying.

Band 1

Family Bonds
Extended family
networks and
celebrations,
how families
support each other

The Brave Brother
When Ali is bullied at his school in Pakistan, his older brother reminds him that ‘everyone has
strength’. Later, not only does Ali find a peaceful way of dealing with the bully, something surprising
and wonderful happens.

Birthday Celebrations in Asia
Many Asian countries have unique traditions about how and when birthdays are celebrated, with
special food, clothes and gifts. Learn about some of them in this non-fiction text.

A Man’s Job?
ISBN 9780190890124

A class in China are learning about different jobs. As various parents come and talk about their work,
two children try to make up their minds about what they want to do when they grow up.

Band 2

Happy Holi!

Our
Neighbourhood
Caring for people
in our community,
community
celebrations

A non-fiction text about the Indian spring festival of Holi, which brings together old and young, rich
and poor, friends and strangers, as everyone from the neighbourhood gets together to have fun and
celebrate with colours.

The New Neighbours
When Yuta moves to a new neighbourhood, he and his sister meet some interesting children in the
park, who teach them a fun new language.

Skycycle Adventures – The Big Oil Mess
This ‘Skycycle Adventure’ finds the four children near a coastal town after a recent oil spill. Bo and
Safina use the Skycycle to clean up the oil spill, while Gopi and Li Yen help to wash the oil-covered birds.

Shaan Town Tales – The Fast Man on Wheels
ISBN 9780190890131

In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’, Mina and Dasan’s neighbour Mr Jia comes to their basketball practice.
When the coach can’t make it, everyone is surprised at Mr Jia’s offer to help the team, because he is
in a wheelchair.

Super Terrible Musicians

Band 3

Learning Together
Different kinds of
schools and
classrooms;
helping others
to learn

Speedy Sophie’s speed makes her the best pipa player at Superhero School, while Power Pim’s
strength makes him the best kompang player. But when they are asked to play together, their music
sounds super … terrible!

Shaan Town Tales – Show Me How!
In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’, Mina is proud about being good at some subjects. But then she realises that
she needs help with other subjects. She and her class mates come up with an idea to help one another.

Diﬀerent Asian Classrooms
Visit some unique classrooms across Asia in this non-fiction text. Some hold classes in forests or
boats, some focus on sport or art, and some are paperless, using only computers and tablets.

Skycycle Adventures – Lighting up the Dark
ISBN 9780190890148

Draft content only

This ‘Skycycle Adventure’ brings the children to a remote village in Nepal, where the students have no
lights to study after dark. With the help of Skycycle, the children come up with a solar powered solution.

Key New Words

Word Count

aunt
parent
(grand)parent

(grand)son
baby

180-210

bully
brave
friendship
fair

basketball
card
write

180-210

Respecting diversity
and different
cultural traditions

April
birthday
January
month

party
head
happy birthday

180-210

Gender equality, respect for
people’s roles in society

cook
evening
man/men
nurse

woman/women
worker
drive

180-210

Concern and support
for family members,
forgiveness, self-reliance

Harmony, friendliness, tolerance
of other traditions, respect for
everyone in the community

orange (adj)
hair
purple
March
balloon
neighbourhood
face

colour
wash
neighbour

180-210

understand
shout
wave

180-210

Kindness, courtesy,
empathy, friendship

answer
kid
language
sentence

word
tomorrow
sign

Helping others,
environmental awareness,
care for wildlife

ship
sound
between

hear
pollute
close

180-210

Consideration and caring
for others

alone
kind

photo
wheelchair

180-210

centre
concert
guitar
stage (theatre)

borrow
lend
listen

Being patient, resolving fights,
listening to one another

Appreciating that people
have different strengths,
teamwork

loud
horrible
great

200-230

difficult
maths
science
easy
music
subject
art PE (Physical Education) week
lesson

200-230

Curiosity to learn new things,
critical thinking

blackboard
desk
ipad
monk

video
far
schoolbag
board

Teamwork, creativity,
environmental awareness

dark
tired
bulb
electricity

eye
library
light/lights

200-230

study
project

200-230

Level 3 | Teal (continued)
Anthology Title

Reading Text Title and Summary

Values and Attitudes

Traditional Asian Toys

Learning about the similarities
between countries and cultures

Band 4

A non-fiction text about some well-known and beloved traditional toys and games played by children
around Asia.

Fun and Games

The Rainbow Loom

Different kinds of
games and
free time activities

Cheong Choon Ng from Malaysia put together a fun and simple toy for his daughters to make colourful rubber band bracelets, which became very popular around the world as the Rainbow Loom.

Shaan Town Tales – Game Night
In this ‘Shaan Town Tale’ about game night at the noodle shop, Mina’s dad encourages Mina and Lili
to include Kang, a boy with some learning difficulties. When they do, Kang surprises everyone.

An Archery Adventure
ISBN 9780190890155

Yu-ri is unhappy to be at a Korean sports camp. She would rather play games on her phone. But after
an unusual adventure, she discovers the fun of real-life games.

The Magical Clock
At the Palace Museum in Beijing, Wenwen travels through time to see what life was like for the
emperor in ancient China.

Band 5

Into the Past
Looking back at
important parts
of history;
comparing the past
to the present

The Fisherman and the Genie
In this traditional tale from the Arabian Nights, a fisherman opens a vase to find a genie inside. But
instead of rewarding him, the genie wants to kill him.

The Clever Monkeys
Bobo and Kiki are two little monkeys who live in a zoo. When their old grandma tells them a story
about a free monkey from the past, it inspires them to plan a clever escape

Skycycle Adventures – Looking for Dinosaurs
ISBN 9780190890162

This ‘Skycycle Adventure’ takes the children to Liaoning in China, where they help two scientists
looking for dinosaur fossils.

The Food Race

Band 6

Food Fun
Enjoying the diversity
of different foods
and the cultures
they come from

Creativity, originality,
persistence

Key New Words
study
wood

stick
fold

famous
plastic
band

bracelet
daughter
pin

Word Count
200-230

rubber
invent
business

200-230

200-230

Inclusiveness, kindness

because
compare

Patience, developing
good habits, discipline

computer
hour
internet
minute

website
phone
email
turn

Responsibility, learning
about the past

far
machine
explore

travel
forbidden

hide
button

220-250

Quick thinking,
not being vain

poor
rich
suddenly
luck

sand
vase
wealth
gold

frighten
smoke
fill

220-250

Appreciation of animals,
working together
to solve problems

lock
stone
window

zoo
climb
cry

Being helpful, curiosity,
appreciating scientific
knowledge and discovery

near
desert
dinosaur

egg
foot/feet
before

200-230

220-250

discover
mark
design

220-250

hand
half
custom

220-250

Mrs Kim is hosting an unusual food competition. Two boys, one Chinese and one Indian, are
teammates. Along their appetites, they must use their combined knowledge of Asian food and
customs to get through the various rounds.

Understanding and
tolerance of various cultures

Mr Small Nose, Mrs Large Mouth

Kindness, courtesy,
looking beyond appearances

large
carrot
mouth
noodle

nose
soup
table

Compassion,
creative thinking

bean
piece
tomato

reduce
reuse
fresh

220-250

right (as in correct) world
behind
chilli
search
supermarket

220-250

A traditional Korean tale about a husband and wife who aren’t happy with their looks. They disguise
their appearances when they go to dinner at a neighbour’s house. But when the disguises fall apart,
they realise that looks don’t matter.

Skycycle Adventures – The City Farm
In this ‘Skycycle Adventure’, the children travel to Jakarta where an Indonesian farmer and his
granddaughter need help finding a new home for their plants.

The Hottest Chilli
ISBN 9780190890179

Draft content only

Professor Imran has invented a new machine, which makes electricity from chillies. He and his assistant
Hilmi travel from Malaysia to Thailand, China and India, in search of the hottest chilli.

Curiosity to try new things,
appreciating cultural similarities
and differences

chopsticks
left (adj)
right (as in direction) floor
fork
bread

220-250
tea
vegetable
drink

Draft content only

Dragonfly Readers Anthology Topics: Levels 4–9
Anthology Title and Theme

1

A New Start, A New Year

2

Water, Water, Everywhere

3

Adventures

4

Up in the Sky

5

Clothes from Diﬀerent Places

6

Hidden Talents

1

Home Sweet Home

2

Loving Art

3

Sport!

4

Exploring New Lands

5

New Technology

6

Strong Women

1

Unspoiled Nature

2

Stepping Forward

3

Fantastic Flavours

4

Music and Dance

5

Powerful Rulers from the Past

6

Expeditions

Band #
1

New Year and new beginning celebrations from around Asia

Explorations in different parts of Asia
Wonders in the sky and beyond

2

Level 7 | Pink

Protecting waterways and appreciating water

Adventures in some lesser known or more remote places in Asia

Level 8 | Red

Popular sports from around Asia; Asian origin of sports

A look at technological advancement in the past and future
Women in Asia who made a strong impact on their communities

Appreciating and protecting nature and wildlife
Personal efforts to look after the community and the people within it
A close look at the amazing diversity of Asian cuisine
Appreciating different forms of dance and music from Asia — both traditional and popular
Famous rulers from Asia’s past
Expeditions and explorations that shaped the lives of many

Fashion and clothing in Asia

Faraway Places
Travel and adventures in remote places in Asia

4

Animal Protection

5

Different ways of learning, appreciating different talents in different people

A look at some of Asia’s beautiful traditional art forms

Clothing and Looking Good

Overcoming Odds

6

Different kinds of homes and home safety

Anthology Title & Theme

3

Appreciating the tradition and history behind clothing

Level 9 | Orange

Level 6 | Plum

Level 5 | Violet

Level 4 | Blue

Band #

People who achieved success against all odds
Appreciating, respecting and preserving animals and wildlife

Smart Money, Smart Consumers
Being smart consumers, the value of saving and being thrifty

Beyond Our Limits
Determinaton and effort of individuals to make achievements; going to the
extreme and the impact it has on us

1

Film and Stage

2

Healthy, Happy People

3

Historical Landmarks

4

Humans and the Environment

5

Quiet Heroes

6

Technology and Evolution

1

Life After School

2

Unsolved Mysteries

3

Asian Literature

4

Technology and the Body

5

Depleting Resources

6

Continuous Learning

Theatrical performances in Asia – both traditional and contemporary
Different ways people in Asia achieve healthy, happy lives
Important Asian landmarks and places, and the history behind them
The serious impact humans have on their environment and habitat
Important, yet humble, people who made large contributions to society
The impact and involvement of young people from Asia on technological developments

Future opportunities, and decisions that impact on them
Myths and legends from around Asia; mysteries yet to be solved
A look at traditional and contemporary Asian literature and authors
Technological developments that have enhanced the human species
Population growth and consumption – issues and solutions
Pursuing personal and academic excellence through continuous learning

